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Software, Tools, and  
Third-Party Applications 
That Make the Industry-Best 
Review Platform Even Better
Your team’s work in document review relies fundamentally on Relativity, and for good 
reason. Relativity is the leading review platform in the legal industry, with litigation 
and eDiscovery specialists relying on its speed, intuitive data representations, and 
unparalleled scale, year after year.

Lighthouse understands your longstanding commitment to using Relativity, and how 
tightly aligned your people and processes are to the platform. As a Relativity Certified 
Partner of more than 10 years and one of the first Certified Partners to offer Relativity 
as our primary review platform, Lighthouse is similarly committed to making Relativity 
review the best possible experience for our client users. We’ve even been recognized 
twice as Relativity Innovation Award finalists for the technologies and services our 
engineering teams have developed to leverage Relativity in new ways.

Review Reimagined, Delivered to Relativity
Lighthouse’s approach to review combines revolutionary search and document reduction 
led by a team of experts, with the dependability and familiarity of results delivered right 
to Relativity. These augmented-review services get you to your results—and your case 
strategy—faster and with the most accurate document set. 

AI-powered classifiers use a natural language processing (NLP) engine and deep 
learning data models for higher-precision classification of privilege, PII/PHI, source code, 
and more. 

Hot document identification blends advanced analytics with search insights by trained 
linguists to surface key documents at the start of a case, so legal teams can make better 
informed decisions.

Our partnership is  
reinforced by the 
Relativity-certified 

expertise throughout 
our review, experience, 

and service  
delivery groups:

250
Total Relativity 
Certifications

Including:

72
Relativity Certified 

Administrators

58
Relativity Review 

Management 
Specialists

19
Relativity Analytics 

Specialists

19
Relativity Experts  

or Masters
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Search term optimization and keyword consulting by our team of experts  
provides guidance on search terms and strategy, for more precise document  
reduction going into review.

Advanced deduplication and junk identification that looks beyond text, within  
and across multiple matters.

Refined structured analytics to streamline review by identifying email thread 
relationships and grouping similar documents more comprehensively than  
Relativity alone. 

Automated privilege logging uses AI to identify potentially privileged actors  
and content, reducing data sets and streamlining second-pass review.

Self-Service Innovtion, End to End
Stay in control of your eDiscovery projects from intake to production with 
software and add-ons that boost your review experience in Relativity. Our 
technology is backed and supported by the most knowledgeable practice and 
technical professionals in the industry, so if you need help, it’s a call away.

Spectra unites the best tools 
in eDiscovery into a single 
orchestration solution, so you can 
create matters and assign and 
manage users in Relativity directly 
from the Spectra interface, then 
ingest and process data via Nuix 
into Relativity. Plus, our native file 
manager tool allows you to search 
text and metadata without the costly 
burden of hosting native files.

Relativity Analytics is the single-
platform way to analyze data 
structurally and conceptually, 
enabling you to organize large, 
unfamiliar document sets and 
minimize the time your team spends 
coding irrelevant documents.

Brainspace Visual Analytics enables 
you to perform analysis of your 
datasets to identify high-value data 
and focus on relevant content. It 
includes multiple data visualizations 
that help navigate data and uncover 
themes and links in communication 
within a dataset.

Our chat transcripts viewer 
displays the results of Lighthouse’s 
proprietary chat pre-processing 
technology directly in Relativity, 
which performs message-level 
deduplication and reconstructs 
link relationships for more logical 
and intuitive review of culled chat 
datasets.
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Power of the Relativity Ecosystem
The volume, velocity, and variety of data remain universal challenges in the enterprise—
but unique problems still abound. As a Relativity by Lighthouse user, you have access 
to a selection of Relativity apps and plug-ins that address specialized needs, from 
translation, to redaction, to task and user management.

• Relativity Transcripts gives you the ability to upload, review, code, and annotate 
transcript files in Relativity.

• Exolution enables the display, search, and mass redaction of PII, PHI, and other 
sensitive information across a large collection of native files. 

• Blackout automatically redacts native PDF, image jobs, and native Excel files.

• Delegate is an orchestration app for automating repetitive tasks, managing complex 
permissions, and creating access settings for Relativity workspaces and matters.

• The AI Translate Plugin supports the ordering and order management of document 
translation including translation service levels.

• The Language Weaver Connector, available only in our UK environment, allows 
you to translate foreign language ESI without having to move files in and out of your 
review platform.

• Veritone aiWARE helps you transcribe, translate, redact, detect objects for privilege, 
and search audio and video files. 
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